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Many	Experiments	Produced	Diamagne,c	Cavi,es	With	
Surface	Flute	Modes	  
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, when the one-fluid MHD model of the
plasma is inapplicable and the Hall effect should play
an important role, as is the case in collapsing current
configurations (such as Z-pinches and liners) [25, 33].
In the problem under consideration, the Hall effect (not
included in the conventional MHD model) manifests
itself, first of all, in the enhanced penetration of the
magnetic field into the plasma and, accordingly, in a
less efficient deceleration of the plasma because of a
decrease in the maximum radius 
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, as was shown even in the first
experiments carried out on the KI-1 facility at the Insti-
tute of Laser Physics [7].

The most important result of those experiments
(with LPC energies of up to 300–400 J) was that the
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, the plasma does not come to
a stop at 

 

R

 

b and continues to expand in the form of flute-
like jets [8, 20] with a characteristic transverse (with
respect to V0 and B0) size of ~λ ≤ RL. At εb > 1, the

effective cavity size decreases as Rc/Rb ≈ 1/  and the
cloud expands (also in the form of jets) to a radius of
R > Rb without appreciable deceleration. The dynamics
of plasma deceleration, as well as the formation of
flutes (with modes K ~ 20–25, Fig. 1) and a cavity [15],
during the release of barium plasma into the Earth’s
magnetosphere at small Alfvén–Mach numbers MA ! 1
was successfully simulated for the first time in the KI-1
experiments [8, 20–22] with εb ~ 1 (which corresponds
to the AMPTE parameters [23]). Here, the Alfvén–
Mach number is defined as MA = V0/cA, where cA =
B0/(4πn*m*)1/2 is the Alfvén velocity in the background
plasma (with an ion density n* and ion mass m*) that
decelerates a plasma cloud (with the total number of
ions N) on the gasdynamic scale length Rm =
(3Nm/(4πn*m*))1/3. According to this definition, the
cloud is decelerated by the magnetic field if MA ≤ 1 or
by the background plasma if MA " 1 [8, 20]. In the sub-
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial configuration of the plasma cloud (t ≈ 0.8 µs) photographed without a filter ((1) target support and (2) GOI mask
as white spot), (b) flute structure in HALL regime I at t ≈ 2 µs photographed with a C+3 580-nm filter, (c) an LPC image obtained
in one of the first KI-1 experiments [8] without a filter at the time t ≈ 4 µs after the laser pulse, and (d) a plasma cloud formed in an
AMPTE experiment on barium release into the geomagnetic tail [23] (March 21, 1985) for εb ~ 1 at the dimensionless time τb =
tV0/Rb ≈ 2.2 (close to that in frames (b) and (c)). The experimental parameters are as follows: (a, b) P ≈ 0.1 mTorr (hydrogen);
(c) P ≈ 10–6 Torr, E0 ≈ 45 J, and B0 = 250 G; and (d) E0 ~ 1 MJ, B0 ≈ 8 × 10–5 G, and V0 ~ 1 km/s.
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FIG. 9. A single-shot sequence of four GOI images of the instability development. This was a single-sided irradiation of a planar Al target by a laser 
beam coming in from the right side. The dark circle in the center is due to light blocked by a light shield. The two straight objects coming from the top 
are light reflected from two-&/& probes 

sonably well, as seen in Fig. 8. The tips of the instability 
flutes, on the other hand, continue to extend ahead of the 
bulk plasma by about v&t, i.e., they are not strongly im- 
peded by the magnetic field. Figure 7 shows that the flute 
tips are essentially free-streaming outward at the initial 
plasma speed while the bulk plasma is being decelerated. 

Development of the LLR instability is illustrated in 
Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows a sequence of four GO1 
images of the instability development in a 0.5 T case (alu- 
minum target, 35 J, V&=6x 10’ cm/set) taken on the 
same shot. The flute amplitude already is past the linear 
stage at 75 nsec. The wavelength of the instability mea- 
sured near the bulk plasma tends to be comparable to the 
density gradient length, L,= 1 cm. Figure 10 shows a se- 
quence of individual two-beam 1 T shots. For the first 30 
nsec the plasma expands without obvious structure, then 
the instability goes through a rapid linear growth stage 

90 ns 

from 50 to 70 nsec. From then on, the flutes continue to 
stream away from the target; their shape becomes increas- 
ingly intricate. We discuss the unusual high-field nonlinear 
regime later. 

1. Linear phase 
Figure 11 is a graph of the flute amplitude develop- 

ment for a range of magnetic field experiments. The insta- 
bility onsets at about 35 to 50 nsec in most cases. The 
e-folding growth time of the 1 T linear phase was measured 
to be about 10 nsec or less.‘* (Reference 12 shows a clearer 
plot of the linear growth phase for 0.1 and 1 T cases. ) The 
measured growth rate agrees with LLR-instability theory 
prediction of yLLR= 1.2 x lO*/sec if the measured deceler- 
ation, wavelength, and density gradient are used in the 
estimate. The accuracy of the growth-rate measurement is 

FIG. 10. Instability development with I T applied field. A sequence of individual two-sided irradiation shots shows the initial instability onset between 
30 and 50 nsec and the later time nonlinear development. (The circle seen in 50 nsec case photograph is a reflection from a diamagnetic loop diagnostic 
and is not a feature of the instability.) 
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BIFURCATION MODES 

FIG. 15. Flute-tip bifurcation and division. Example of a 1.0 T two-sided 
target irradiation at 90 nsec whose flute tips are undergoing division. 
Possible modes of division are shown schematically on the right. 

tion? A qualified answer is that in moderately symmetric 
expansion cases flute tip division also occurs. Figure 15 
shows an example of flute splitting obtained with the time- 
resolved optical imager along with an illustration of two 
possible modes. To our knowledge, plasma instability bi- 
furcation has rarely, if ever, been seen in the laboratory. 

The mechanism of flute division has and the mecha- 
nisms have not been definitively identified, but several pos- 
sibilities come to mind. A relatively simple explanation 
may be that when the wavelength exceeds the “natural” 
instability wavelength, determined by the gradient length 
at the radial diverging plasma front, the LLR instability 
generates new flutes to form in between the existing flutes. 
Another factor that may promote bifurcation is the 
V - u#O property of the LLR instability. As we shall show 
later, 2-D computer simulations found splittinglike struc- 
tures forming on the LLR flutes in contrast to pure MHD 
flutes simply exhibiting the usual Kelvin-Helmholtz-like 
rotational curl-up of the flute tips. Still another possible 
origin of bifurcation stems from the observation that each 
free-streaming flute tip may eventually behave like an in- 
dependent cross-field plasma jet. Jets are driven across 
magnetic fields by the same sort of EXB force that drives 
the LLR instability; curved and fringe E-field lines tend to 
deflect the plasma near the leading edge into a wedge shape 
in both low+? @xl) jets49 and moderate-/3 (fl> 1) jets.50 
In both cases,49’5o the jet boundaries were unstable to the 
nonlocal velocity drift (EIH) instability with k perpendic- 
ular to B and parallel to I’,. However, no gross splitting 
perpendicular to V,, is observed in the present experi- 
ments. Nonetheless, plasma jetting across magnetic fields is 
a relatively unexplored topic and more investigation is 
clearly warranted. 

3. Energy dependence 
The plasma energy content affects the gross features of 

its expansion across a magnetic field. For one thing, the 
magnetic confinement radius is a function of the plasma 
energy content, Rbcc Ep . “3 Radius versus time characteris- 
tics also depend upon whether the increased plasma energy 
content is due to additional mass or velocity. Nominally 
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FIG. 16. Instability characteristics with varying plasma energies. These 
are two-sided irradiations (except for the lower-right highest energy shot) 
in a 1.0 T magnetic field. 

the LLR instability is predicted to have little dependence 
upon plasma energy except, perhaps, through its onset cri- 
teria, Eq. (7), or the density-gradient length if it is a func- 
tion of energy. Here we constrain ourselves to the cases in 
which the expansion remains very sub-Alfvenic. 

Figure 16 shows a set of 1.0 T field shots in which the 
incident laser energy on target ranged from 4 to 376 J. The 
radial extent of the main bulk plasma approximately fol- 
lows the expected Ep 1’3 dependence. Signs of the flute in- 
stability are seen in all these images, although its appear- 
ance varies considerably. The LLR-instability onset 
condition, Eq. (7), has both an explicit and implicit func- 
tional dependence upon plasma energy. The implicit de- 
pendence is in the total plasma mass, M, which, as men- 
tioned earlier, has an p2 times focal-area functional 
dependence. The net result is that all the shots in Fig. 16, 
including the lowest energy shot (4 J), satisfy Eq. (7) and 
are predicted to be unstable. Additional experiments are 
required to verify whether a minimum plasma energy is 
required for instability as predicted by Eq. (7). The insta- 
bility wavelength is not a strong function of plasma energy, 
presumably because the density-gradient lengths are com- 
parable at all four energies. 

4. Line-tying effects 
We now try to address the question of whether the 

LLR instability can be suppressed if the magnetic-field-line 
ends were line tied, i.e., anchored in a good conductor. 
Line tying has been proposed to stabilize interchange in- 
stabilities in open-ended fusion systems, such as mirror 
machines, in the MHD limit5’ and later extended to in- 
clude effects of lowered conductivity due to sheath 
formation,52 finite Larmor radius effects,53 and surface line 
tying.54 No line-tying theory has been formulated in the 
large Larmor radius limit as yet. Natural physical situa- 
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Basic	Physics	of	Cavity	Forma,on	

•  Energe,c	ions	expand	(MA<	1)*	into	low	density	magne,zed	plasma:	
	
	
	
•  Ions	compress	into	thin	shell	as	they	expand	and	slow—stopped	by	B	field:	
	
	
•  In	2-D:	

						and	reaches	maximum	size	at		
	
										so																																						ions	are	unmagne,zed.	
	
*	For	MA	>	1,	physics	is	much	different	[Chris	Niemann’s	talk!]	

� 

Eo =
1
2
MVi( t)

2 +
B2

8π
4π R( t)3

3

� 

t=0,Vi =Vd ,R=0⇒Vi =0,R=RB =(6Eo /B
2 )1/ 3

� 

g( t) = −
dVi(t)
dt

=
B2

2M
R(t)2

� 

Vi( t) = Vd cos(Vd t /RB ), R(t) = RB sin(Vd t /RB )

� 

Vd t /RB =π / 2 ⇒ωci t=
π
2
RB
ρi

� 

ρi /RB >1 ⇒

			!	
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Example	–	Experiments	of	Dimonte	&	Wiley	(1991)	

•  Well-developed	cavi,es	
•  Well-formed	flute	modes	on	surface	

VOLUME 67, NUMBER 13 PH YSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 23 SEPTEMBER 1991

Dynamics of Exploding Plasmas in a Magnetic Field

Guy Dimonte and L. G. Wiley
Lawrence Livermore lvational Laboratory, Livermore, California 94550

(Received 24 May 1991)
The expansion of laser-ablation plasmas in a magnetic field is studied with a new Faraday-rotation

magnetic imaging probe and Fourier-analyzed optical plasma images over a wide range of ion magneti-
zation. Plasma instabilities are observed during the plasma expansion which evolve from short to long
wavelengths and significantly aff'ect the magnetic structure.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Qz, 52.35.Py, 52.50.Lp, 52.55.Lf

The collisionless expansion of energetic plasmas in a
magnetic field is a rich and complicated phenomenon
occurring in laboratory and astrophysical environments.
Initially, a diamagnetic cavity forms and expands until
the plasma and magnetic pressures equalize. The mag-
netic containment radius is of order Rb = (3Fkpo/
2ttBO) 't in mks units, where po is the free-space permea-
bility, Bo is the magnetic field, and Ft, is the plasma ki-
netic energy. As the plasma decelerates, Rayleigh-Taylor
or lower-hybrid-drift-(LHD-) type instabilities grow to
large amplitude, producing Autes which extend well
beyond the main plasma cloud. The electrons are mag-
netized and carry most of the plasma current, whereas
the ions supply the kinetic energy and are not necessarily
magnetized. Thus, an important dynamical parameter is
the directed ion Larmor radius p; relative to Rb.
Complex plasma cavities have been investigated in the

laboratory [1-4], the ionosphere [5], and near the Earth' s
bow shock [6]. The maximum radius of the plasma cloud
Rp was found to increase with Fk and decrease with Bo,
consistent with magnetic containment [2], but with
Rp—0.5Rg. Jets extending beyond the main plasma
cloud were observed and associated with the magnetic de-
celeration [1,3,4]. The wave number k perpendicular to
8 of the Autes increased with Bo in Japanese experiments
[3], whereas k was insensitive to Bo in NRL experiments
[4]. According to linear LHD theory [7], the wave num-
ber of the most unstable mode k .„„andthe associated
frequency both increase with Bo, but their calculated
values are much larger than observed. Similar discrepan-
cies occurred in the AMPTE (active magnetospheric par-
ticle tracer explorer) chemical release experiments [5].
The shortcomings of linear theory have motivated particle
simulations [8] and nonlinear theories of the plasma evo-
lution [9].
To clarify the discrepancies in the containment radius

and instability wavelengths, we have experimentally in-
vestigated the expansion of laser-ablation plasmas in a
magnetic field. We developed a magneto-optic imaging
probe (MIP) using Faraday rotation to measure the mag-
netic profile continuously in radius and time. Plasma in-
stabilities are investigated by Fourier analyzing digitized
optical images. The wave-number spectrum and the
magnetic profile are found to evolve significantly during
the plasma expansion. The role of ion magnetization is

8-dot
probe Diamagnetic

loop

ion collectors/ ~
spectrometer

Streak ~ Target
camera —Polarizer7

FR5
glass

tt

Gated
imager

Polarized
laser beam

Coil
Laser
beams

j
Coil

FIG. 1. Schematic of experiment.

studied by varying FI„BO,the ion species, and expansion
velocity.
The experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. We

use the Janus laser at LLNL with energy FI & 200 J at
1.06 pm and a 25-ns pulse length. Counterstreaming
beams are focused using f/10 optics onto spherical tar-
gets of CH~, Li H, and Al to produce quasispherical plas-
mas of different charge-to-mass ratios Z/A. The ion
species are determined with a Thomson parabola spec-
trometer [10]. The ion velocity distribution, mass, and
kinetic energy are measured with an angular array of
Faraday cups used as time-of-Aight analyzers. The plas-
ma parameters for shots with 80&0 are obtained with
Faraday cups on similar shots with 80=0. A gated (1.5
ns) imager takes four optical plasma images per shot with
a 1.4-mm resolution. A diamagnetic loop and magnetic
probes measure the global and local diamagnetism, re-
spectively. The MIP measures a continuous magnetic
profile using the Faraday-rotator glass FR-5 [11] (3
mmx3 mmx6 cm) with the long axis oriented radially as
shown in Fig. 1. A line-focused (2 mm & 6 cm) plane-
polarized laser beam (14 mW at 488 nm) traverses the
FR-5 parallel to Bo, is analyzed with a polarizer, and is
imaged onto a streak camera. The beam polarization ro-
tates in proportion to the magnetic field B,(r, t) locally in
radius, but integrated over the 6z-3 mm path within the
glass. Thus the spatial resolution is 3 mm. The magnetic
field is generated with two coils of mean radius 11 cm.
The background pressure is typically below 10 Torr.
False-color images of the expanding plasma are shown

1991 The American Physical Society
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Experiments	of	Dimonte	&	Wiley	(cont’d)	

•  Ini,ally	short	wave-length	modes,	λ	~	Ln,	λ	increases	in	,me	
•  Cavity	size	decreases	with	ρi/RB,	larger	flutes	

VOLUME 67, NUMBER 13 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 23 SEPTEMBER 1991
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—1.4/tg for C +, and EI,—6 J), but the recompression is
smaller than with 3.5 kG. The number of Autes also
evolves, with —22 Autes at peak diamagnetism rd~~ =600
ns and —14 at t =800 ns.
The evolution of the magnetic-field profile is measured

with the MIP as shown in false color in Fig. 3(a). This
shot 414 [Bc=3.5 kG, CH2 sphere, d =3 mm, EI =117 J,
vo—1.7&&10 cm/s, Mp —5 pg (C +), and El, —70 J] is
similar to shot 309 in Fig. 2(c). The FR-5 is oriented
horizontally near the laser axis. Radial lineouts show the
magnetic profiles quantitatively at various times in Figs.
3(b)-3(d). At t =0.18 ps, the cavity is expanding and is
not fully diamagnetic. The outer boundary is quite sharp
and we cannot resolve the magnetic gradient scale length
Lb ~ 3 mm. Lb is less than p;-3 cm and c/ra~; —1 cm
[(speed of light)/(ion plasma frequency)), and may be re-
lated to electron or hybrid scale lengths. At t =0.4 ps,
the diamagnetic-loop signal has peaked (rd ~

—0.38 /ts),
the cavity has reached its maximum extent, and the
boundary is broad. The fully diamagnetic region (8, =0)
has a radius R;—3 cm and the outer cavity radius
(8- =Bo) is R,—. 5 cm. Both are smaller than Rb—7 cm.
Later, the magnetic field diAuses into the plasma but in
an irregular fashion as indicated by the oscillations in
Fig. 3(d) which correspond to the red streaks in Fig. 3(a)
at r =1.5 and 3 cm for t )0.8 ps. The irregular and
broad magnetic structure is correlated with the plasma
instability which may be causing the anomalously fast

i(k)/(I(x)) 10
(a) 0.17 ps— (e)

f I dk/(l{x)»

I ~ ~
I

magnetic diA'usion of —1 ps compared to the classical
magnetic diA'usion time —100 ps for 5-10-eV electron
temperatures and 2-4-cm magnetic scale lengths.
We now compare the cavity and plasma radii with the

magnetic containment radius under varying conditions
(Bo, EI, target size, and ion Li, C, and Al). The max-
imum magnetic cavity radii R; and R are proportional to
Rb as seen in Fig. 4(a) with R,—0.75Rb and R;—0 5R.b
The plasma radii measured photographically at peak
diamagnetism are also smaller than Rb as shown in
Fig. 4(b). Along the laser axis the plasma radius R~—0.75Rb, whereas at the waist (0=90 ) the radius isR„—0 5Rb .The. aspect ratio R„/R —1.5 is consistent
with the measured azimuthal asymmetry in the plasma
kinetic energy since Rb—E&' . The similarity of R~ and
R indicate that the plasma is contained within the mag-
netic cavity up to the time of peak diamagnetism. In Fig.
4(c), we plot R~ and R, vs p; (Z =2), all scaled to Rb, to
assess the importance of ion magnetization. The scaled
radius is R„/Rb—0.8 for small p;/Rb and decreases
slightly with ion magnetization in qualitative agreement
with particle simulations [8] and previous experiments [2]
in which the LHD instability was postulated to cause
anomalous magnetic diA'usion.
The instability structure is evaluated by Fourier

analyzing plasma images which are digitized and linear-
ized using calibration wedges. We take a circular lineout
at the plasma boundary to obtain the intensity along the
circumference 1(x), where x =r8, and Fourier transform
it to obtain the spectral intensity 1(k). To compare spec-
tra at diAerent times, we normalize each transform by the

0
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FIG. 4. (a) Inner R; and outer R„cavity radii vs R&. (b)
Plasma radii Rp at 0=0 and R at 0=90 from gated images
at peak diamagnetism. (c) R„and Rl, vs directed ion Larmor
radius, all scaled to R/, .

FIG. 5. (a)-(d) Normalized spectra from circular lineouts of
digitized plasma images at diA'ercnt times. (e) Integrated spec-
tral amplitude vs time. Open circles are with Bp=0. (f) Plas-
ma radius from gated images vs time.
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not fully diamagnetic. The outer boundary is quite sharp
and we cannot resolve the magnetic gradient scale length
Lb ~ 3 mm. Lb is less than p;-3 cm and c/ra~; —1 cm
[(speed of light)/(ion plasma frequency)), and may be re-
lated to electron or hybrid scale lengths. At t =0.4 ps,
the diamagnetic-loop signal has peaked (rd ~

—0.38 /ts),
the cavity has reached its maximum extent, and the
boundary is broad. The fully diamagnetic region (8, =0)
has a radius R;—3 cm and the outer cavity radius
(8- =Bo) is R,—. 5 cm. Both are smaller than Rb—7 cm.
Later, the magnetic field diAuses into the plasma but in
an irregular fashion as indicated by the oscillations in
Fig. 3(d) which correspond to the red streaks in Fig. 3(a)
at r =1.5 and 3 cm for t )0.8 ps. The irregular and
broad magnetic structure is correlated with the plasma
instability which may be causing the anomalously fast

i(k)/(I(x)) 10
(a) 0.17 ps— (e)

f I dk/(l{x)»

I ~ ~
I

magnetic diA'usion of —1 ps compared to the classical
magnetic diA'usion time —100 ps for 5-10-eV electron
temperatures and 2-4-cm magnetic scale lengths.
We now compare the cavity and plasma radii with the

magnetic containment radius under varying conditions
(Bo, EI, target size, and ion Li, C, and Al). The max-
imum magnetic cavity radii R; and R are proportional to
Rb as seen in Fig. 4(a) with R,—0.75Rb and R;—0 5R.b
The plasma radii measured photographically at peak
diamagnetism are also smaller than Rb as shown in
Fig. 4(b). Along the laser axis the plasma radius R~—0.75Rb, whereas at the waist (0=90 ) the radius isR„—0 5Rb .The. aspect ratio R„/R —1.5 is consistent
with the measured azimuthal asymmetry in the plasma
kinetic energy since Rb—E&' . The similarity of R~ and
R indicate that the plasma is contained within the mag-
netic cavity up to the time of peak diamagnetism. In Fig.
4(c), we plot R~ and R, vs p; (Z =2), all scaled to Rb, to
assess the importance of ion magnetization. The scaled
radius is R„/Rb—0.8 for small p;/Rb and decreases
slightly with ion magnetization in qualitative agreement
with particle simulations [8] and previous experiments [2]
in which the LHD instability was postulated to cause
anomalous magnetic diA'usion.
The instability structure is evaluated by Fourier

analyzing plasma images which are digitized and linear-
ized using calibration wedges. We take a circular lineout
at the plasma boundary to obtain the intensity along the
circumference 1(x), where x =r8, and Fourier transform
it to obtain the spectral intensity 1(k). To compare spec-
tra at diAerent times, we normalize each transform by the

0
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I
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0 i I i I

8 (c} 0.41 Ijs— 1
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1.2 1.6
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FIG. 4. (a) Inner R; and outer R„cavity radii vs R&. (b)
Plasma radii Rp at 0=0 and R at 0=90 from gated images
at peak diamagnetism. (c) R„and Rl, vs directed ion Larmor
radius, all scaled to R/, .

FIG. 5. (a)-(d) Normalized spectra from circular lineouts of
digitized plasma images at diA'ercnt times. (e) Integrated spec-
tral amplitude vs time. Open circles are with Bp=0. (f) Plas-
ma radius from gated images vs time.
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Linear	Theory	Predicts	Excita,on	of	Short	Wavelength	
(~	Lower	Hybrid)	Flute	Modes	

•  Experiments	show	expanding	plasma	compresses	into	
a	thin	shell	–	use	local	slab	model	
–  Unmagne,zed	ions;	cold,	magne,zed	electrons	
–  Work	in	ion	frame	–	electrons	E×B	driq	rela,ve	to	

ions	

	
	

•  Can	also	include	finite	Te,	finite	βe,	collisions,	etc.	
	
•  Other	ways	to	derive	the	instability:	Hall	–MHD	

(Hassam	&	Huba),	beser	equilibrium	(Gary	&	
Thomsen)	and	compare	with	usual	Rayleigh-Taylor	
instability:	

•  “Unmagne,zed	ion	Rayleigh-Taylor	instability”,	
“Generalized	lower-hybrid-driq	instability”,	“Kine,c	
interchange	instability”		
		

� 

eEr = −mig − Ti /Ln [Ln =− ni /(dni /dx)]

� 

VE = − cEr /Bo = Vg + Vn

� 

γ kin = k(gLn )
1/ 2 ⇔ γ MHD = (g/Ln )

1/ 2
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(x) 
z 

Fig. 1. Geometry used in the calculations, showing the radial 
electric field E,,, acceleration g, density gradient Vn, magnetic field B:, 
and electron drift V e. 

drift instability when V n > V• and the XXX instability when 
V• > V n. We prefer here to call it the LHDI always, regardless 
of the relation of V n and V•. As we show later, the instability 
cares about only Ve, not V• and V n separately. The maximum 
growth rates are near the lower hybrid frequency in both the 
case where V n > V O and the case where V• > V n. 
Linear Dispersion Relation 

Given E x, and thus Ve, one can go ahead and derive the 
linear dispersion relation for the LHDI in the usual way. One 
considers variations only along y, and thus motion along x (in 
an inertial or accelerated ion frame) does not matter. For 
simplicity we assume that both electrons and ions are cold. 
Using fluid equations to describe their properties along with 
Maxwelrs equations, the dispersion equation relating complex 
frequency (.0 and wave number k is obtained as follows [Huba 
et al., 1980]. The density n and magnetic field B: are assumed 
to vary slowly in x' n = no(X), B: = Bo(x ). The geometry that 
is typically used in the analysis is shown in Figure 1. The 
perturbed fields, written in terms of the potentials, 5•b, 5A x, all 
vary as exp (iky -- cot): i.e., 

6Ex = ico6Affc 

gEy = -- ikJq• (9) 
gB z = --ikgA x 

For the unmagnetized ions the continuity equation and the 
momentum equation relate the perturbed charge density gn• to 

4•regn• = (k2/co2)g• (10) 
The momentum equation for the magnetized electrons, on the 
other hand, gives 

•e 

gv• = • ikgq• 
merle (11) 

e(k•e e ic• ) gvy = m--•e e gq• --- 5A,, c 

while the x component of Ampere's law yields 

ico e 2 
5A• = c-• &b (12) 

combined with the continuity equation for the electrons 

--ic3cSn e + no'•V,, + no(•V ff + ik•vyn o = 0 (13) 

where the prime denotes d/dx, which then implies 
no t (.0e 2 = -+• 1+ 47reSne k2• --coe2 '•00 •00' I COe2 •] k• e • •'•e 2 c2k2jJ 

(14) 

The electrons drift in relation to the ions along y with speed 
Vg; •b = co- k Vg is the frequency of the wave in the electron 
frame. Poisson's equation then relates (10) and (14), 

k2(5(• = 4•e(•n i -- (•ne) (15) 

to give the dispersion equation 
n0 • (.0e2 (.0e2• (.0e2.•--00 • --kVE 60 2 0 1+• 1+ ..... •'•e 2 c2k2d •e (.0 

(16) 

The 2 2 2 fO e /C k factor in the second term of (16) represents the 
electromagnetic effects, while the third term is evidently due to 
the gradients and the last term is the ion contribution. And we 
have defined the plasma frequency of the jth species as coj2 _ 
4nnoe2/mj and the gyrofrequency as f•j = eBo/mjc. 

Recall that for T• = 0, equation (2) implies 
E,, = -- mig/e (17) 

Ampere's law gives 

dB o _ --4•Jy = 4•en o V• (18) 
dx c c 

and thus 

1 dB o B o' 4•re2no rnic Ve 
B o dx B o rni eBo c 2 

Equation (16) then becomes 

I+COi2mecoi2COi2COi2COi (•i • • .•- c2k 2 + • 8nL i •'• i 2 m i •'• i '--• • •'• i 2 •cc 

f•:• kc c f• (.0• c 
where L i = C/CO i. 

To simplify, divide by 

(.0i2/(')i 2 = C2/V A 2 
to give 

VA• m e 1 •ffk c 2 •• • mi k2Li • o/•i- kV•/•i 

(.0i 2 ['r E 

kc V_f co•.) - x co• c 

(19) 

(.0i 2 = 0 (20) (.o 2 

(21) 

(V•/v.•)/kL i Oi 2 + -• = 0 (22) 
co/•i -- k Vf/• i co2 

For kLi • 1, we can neglect v.•/c and me/m i and assume (.0 << 
k V• to yield 

1 en/k (V•/vA)/kLi fl'2 0 (23) • + - _ 
k 2 Li 2 -- kL i VE/vA -- kLi(VE/VA) 602 

to obtain 

(_0 2 -- k2 Li2 VE/v A _ (24) 
•'•i 2 EnL i 

or 

(_0 2 = -- k2 g/t3n (25) 
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Local,	Linear	Theory	(cont’d)	–	Example	(1988)	

•  Example	of	linear	theory	results	--	parameters:	
	
	
	
•  Addi,on	of	Vg	increases	γ	and	decreases	k:	
	

•  But	theore,cal	wavelengths	corresponding	to	
maximum	growth	are	too	short	compared	with	
experiments:		
–  e.g.,	AMPTE		

� 

(λobs ~40km, λlin ~2km)

γ ~ω r ~ω LH ~ kVE

� 

β i =0.2, mi /me =1836, c / vA =200, Ln = 0.1c /ωpi

8	



Nonlocal	Linear	Theory	–	Gladd	&	Brecht	(1991)	

•  Choose	different	velocity	profiles	for	VE(x):	
–  But	recall:	VE(x)	=	Vn(x)+Vg(x)	–>	n(x)	gives	Vn	(x),	but	what	is	g(x)?	

•  But	most	rapidly	growing	modes	s,ll	grow	at	very	short	wavelengths,							
ωr	~	ωLH	~	kVE	

calculating the spatial and temporal response to perturba- the same criterion for localization, usually couched in terms 
tions. The model plasma/field is an “equilibrium” in the of a maximum of Id In n(x)/dxl, which Krall and Rosenb- 
sense that analysis is limited to responses that develop rapid- luth’” originally invoked for low-frequency universal drift 
ly compared to the dynamical time scale of the expansion. modes. For the two-fluid model we present here, the point of 
This problem has been previously treated by Huba et al.“’ localization is where the wave resonantly interacts with the 
but the theory developed here differs in several respects. It is nonuniform cross-field velocity. Thus the localization de- 
based on two-fluid rather than an “extended” MHD (mag- pends on wave properties (the azimuthal phase velocity), as 
netohydrodynamic) theory and assumes more physically well as equilibrium properties, and is markedly different 
realistic equilibrium models for the cross-field velocity pro- from cases that have been previously analyzed. This type of 
files. It also retains finite electron mass so that the most ra- wave resonant localization is more typically associated with 
pidly growing eigenmodes can be examined. velocity shear instabilities such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz. 

One motivation for this theoretical development was to 
examine the extent to which realistic cross-field velocity pro- 
files would affect the azimuthal wavelengths of the maximal 
growing lower-hybrid drift eigenmodes. In both laser target 
and barium release plasma shell expansions, the azimuthal 
wavelength R. of the structuring instability is observed to be 
of order L, the thickness of the plasma shell. On the other 
hand, the wavelength traditionally associated with the most 
rapidly growing lower-hybrid drift mode, satisfies R wpe, 
the electron Larmor radius, and is much too short to account 
for observations. Much theoretical effort has been aimed at 
resolving this discrepancy. A variety of extensions of the 
local linear theory are discussed in Refs. 8 and 9. The nonlo- 
cal theory of Huba et al., lo which focuses on issues related to 
plasma geometry, has already been mentioned. Ideas involv- 
ing nonlinear effects may be found in Refs. 11 and 12. None 
of these approaches has been completely successful: theoreti- 
cal predictions of the dominant azimuthal wavelength are 
typically more than an order of magnitude too short to ex- 
plain observations. In addition, a number of numerical simu- 
lations of sub-Alfvenic expansions have been 
performed. “*‘3-‘5 Full electromagnetic particle simula- 
tionsi3 generally produce classic lower-hybrid drift behavior 
with wavelengths too short to explain laser target experi- 
ments such as Ripin et al3 On the other hand, we have per- 
formed hybrid particle simulations’5 that include a level of 
collisionality and temperature consistent with Ripin et aL3 
and have observed wavelengths in line with experimental 
results. These hybrid particle simulations suggested that 
nonlocal effects would be important in understanding the 
structuring instability. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Sec. II the equilibrium model is discussed and the eigenmode 
equations for perturbations on this equilibrium are derived. 
In Sec. III a theoretical background is provided by consider- 
ing the eigenmode calculation for an analytically tractable 
case. In Sec. IV the lower-hybrid drift eigenmodes are calcu- 
lated and their spatial localization, temporal growth, and 
dispersive properties are analyzed; and in Sec. V the results 
are summarized and some conclusions are drawn. 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 
A. Equilibrium model 

We choose a Cartesian geometry with the plasma ex- 
panding in the + x direction into a magnetic field oriented 
in the + z direction. The ambipolar electric field is directed 
opposite to the expansion and produces a cross-field drift 
motion of the electrons in the + y direction due to EXB 
drifts. This cross-field current is in the --y direction and 
implies a J X B force opposing the plasma expansion. Repre- 
sentative profiles of density, magnetic field, and cross-field 
electron velocity are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the expand- 
ing density has a shell profile and that there is a diamagnetic 
cavity in the magnetic field behind the shell. The cross-field 
electron velocity has a jetlike profile; its maximum falls 
within the plasma shell. Cartesian geometry is justified since 
spherical effects are significant only in earliest stages of an 
expansion. 

We use two-fluid theory to treat this model. Further- 
more. we shall also assume that both electrons and ions are 

The nonlocal theory which we develop here also pre- 
dicts dominant azimuthal wavelengths that are, generally 
speaking, too short to account for the observed structuring 
of sub-AlfvCnic expansions. Our results are, nonetheless, of 
interest since the examined equilibrium model is physically 
realistic and it is reasonable to expect that detailed know- 
ledge of the eigenmodes of such a realistic model may be 
relevant to the ultimate explanation of the problem of the 
observed structuring wavelength. For example, this model 
serves as a baseline against which linear models that include 
additional physics and geometry may be compared. 

A particularly interesting result of our nonlocal theory 
is the identification of a new mechanism by which lower- 
hybrid drift eigenmodes are radially localized within the ex- 
panding plasma shell. Lower-hybrid drift modes have tradi- 
tionally been found to be localized in the vicinity of the point 
where the cross-field current is a maximum. Indeed, this is 

X 

FIG. 1. Geometrical model of plasma shell expanding into a magnetic field. 
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FIG. 2. Equilibrium density, magnetic field, 
and cross-field velocity profiles: (a) single- 
jet cross-field velocity, (b) double-jet cross- 
field velocity. 

where E, = (l/n,) dn,/dx, 4 is the electrostatic potential, 
and ’ denotes d /dx. The perturbed charge density is sv,, = ‘c 

I 
-k/P+ w - k, v,, 

4716pi = - (~;~/m’,(qY + E,c$’ - k;qS), (11) 
fp’ - w - ky V,, k/P 9 (13) 

where wi, = 4q,e2/mi. 
&.I,, =$ 

( WC@ ) 
For strongly magnetized electrons, the perturbed velo- where w,, = - eB /m,c, and terms of order (w/w,, ) 2 have 

cities are been neglected. The perturbed charge density is 

4” + (E,, - ~g)#’ - k; + 
(6, -Es)k,a, - (E, -2eB&V;c -&V;:’ + )I 9 w - ky V,, (14) 
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For strongly magnetized electrons, the perturbed velo- where w,, = - eB /m,c, and terms of order (w/w,, ) 2 have 

cities are been neglected. The perturbed charge density is 

4” + (E,, - ~g)#’ - k; + 
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Many	Different	Simula,ons	Were	Done	to	Model	the	
Experiments	

20 HUBA ET AL.' MAGNETOSPHERIC BARIUM RELEASE STUDIES 

Magn•½ Held. t ,-. l0 see 

Plate 1. Color contours of constant density (n) and magnetic field (B) versus x and y for the GI0 release at times 
t = 10, 22, 34, and 46 s. Each plot corresponds to a 60 km x 60 km area. The color scheme is such that values increase 
in going from blue to red. For the density, blue corresponds to the ambient value (no = 4.4 x 10 2 cm -3) and red 
corresponds to the maximum density in this time period (nma x --- 2.2 x 105 cm-3). For the magnetic field, blue 
corresponds to no magnetic field (B = 10 -6 G) and red corresponds to a value B = 1.50 x 10 -3 G. 

- ._ De•_' t -• 4.67 , _ 
.•:..•t 6•0 see. 

600•e 

Plate 2. Color contours of constant density (n) and magnetic field (B) versus x and y for the G4 release at times t 
= 2.00, 3.33, 4.67, and 6.00 s. Each plot corresponds to a 12 km x 12 km area. The color scheme is such that values 
increase in going from blue to red. For the density, blue corresponds to the ambient value (no = 1.48 x 10 3 cm -3) 
and red corresponds to the maximum density in this time period (nma x -" 6.0 x 105 cm-3). For the magnetic field, blue 
corresponds to no magnetic field (B= 10-•G) and red corresponds to a value B = 3.00 x 10 -3 G. 
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Fig. 20. Contours of ion density at various times from a simula- 
tion with parameters identical to those in Figure 12, but run in a slab 
geometry, with cloud expanding to the right along x. 

internally self-consistent and self-regulating. Figure 16 shows 
what happens when the instability grows to a sufficiently large 
amplitude; the electrons become detached from the magnetic 
field and are scattered stochastically [Drake and Lee, 1981]. In 
this case the saturation level is given by the free energy in the 
electrons, 

E 2 
m .• ñncmeVE2 (43) 8n 

which gives/• _• 0.025. The scaling (43) has been verified in the 
simulations by varying both (De/fl, and mi/m c 

Finally, we note the contrast of the results here to the 
hybrid simulations of S. Brecht and V. Thomas (unpublished 
manuscript, 1987) in which the microscopic effects of the insta- 
bility are lumped into a macroscopic (and constant) resistivity. 
In this case, no strong diffusion of the magnetic field occurs, 
and the plasma is instead stopped when it has run out of 
energy compressing the magnetic field. 

Other Cases 

A number of other simulations have also been run. For the 
most part we will just briefly discuss but not display the re- 
sults. First, the same configuration was run with magnetized 
ions' almost no difference was discernable. Second, we turned 
off the electromagnetic part of the field solver. The elec- 
trostatic simulation gave rise to a slightly faster growth of the 
waves at about the same wave number. This is consistent with 
the basic notion that electromagnetic effects tend to reduce 
growth rates and the mode number remains constrained by 
the spatial grid. Third, simulations with higher cloud beta 
were run' in this case the growth rate was reduced slightly, 
and the wave number was lengthened, again consistent with 
linear theory. Fourth, other simulations with smaller grid 
spacing were run and shown to give rise to a higher mode 
number, again consistent with the belief that the simulations 
are barely resolving the shortest scales of interest. 

In addition, other simulations were carried out in which the 
dense plasma cloud expands into a vacuum magnetic field. As 

is evident from the analysis of section 2, the background 
plasma is not necessary to excite the instability. Overall, the 
simulations without the background were similar to the pre- 
vious results, except for minor changes in the mode structure. 
Additional runs with a self-similar (initial radial velocity V• 
Vo(r/ro) ) rather than a V• = const velocity distribution also 
gave similar results, except that all of the ions in the cloud did 
not compress into a thin shell in this situation. The con- 
clusions from such experiments are that the instability is very 
robust, but the mode structure tends to vary from case to case, 
implying that it depends on more subtle effects (i.e., the local 
density gradients and deceleration). It was also possible to 
suppress the instability by allowing the expansion to occur 
over a finite angular spread (< 360ø). In this case the plasma 
forms into a thin shell initially but does not further compress 
the magnetic field and hence is not slowed down, as the shell 
continues to free-stream outward. 

Finally, the simulations described in Figures 11-18 were 
also run in a slab geometry. In this case the cloud had a finite 
extent in x, was uniform in y, and expanded in the x direction 
with initial velocity V D = v A. Results of the simulation showing 
contour plots of the ion density (cf. Figure 12) at various times 
are given in Figure 20. In this case there is little unstable 
activity, except at late times. From a temporal sequence of the 
ion density profile, it can be shown in this case that g--• 0, 
until late times when the ambient plasma and the magnetic 
field have been compressed near the right wall. The instability 
remains somewhat weak, and the wavelength is somewhat 
longer than that in Figure 12. Note that the fingerlike nature 
of the instability so characteristic of the radially expanding 
case is not so evident here. The results look much more like 

the fluid simulations of Huba et al. [1987], which were also 
done in slab geometry. These results are consistent with the 
linear analysis of Figure 19, and also with previous simula- 
tions in this geometry (D. Winske, unpublished data, 1987). 

Other Simulations 

Finally, we comment on simulations done by others and 
how they relate to the results here. Galvez et al. (1987) have 
also carried out particle simulations. The principal differences 
from the calculations shown here are that their simulations 
are electrostatic (B z = const), (D e < f•e' the cloud has no radial 
velocity initially, only a thermal (hot) distribution, and the 
initial cloud size is larger, many ion gyroradii. In addition, 
there is no background plasma present. The simulations again 
show the development of a fluted cloud surface. The authors 
discuss in detail how the radial electric field is set up, describe 
the instability in terms of the density gradient and the E x B 
velocity, and claim good agreement between theory and simu- 
lation. 

S. Brecht and V. Thomas (unpublished manuscript, 1987) 
have also carried out simulations of expanding plasma clouds, 
using a quasi-neutral electromagnetic hybrid code with mass- 
less electrons. Their simulations also show the development of 
flute modes, again for times less than fl• and scale lengths less 
than Pi- The observed modes are the shortest resolvable in the 
system (checked by doubling the grid). In comparison to the 
simulations presented in Figures 11-18, the instability appears 
to grow slower. This is likely due to the fact that the growth 
rate is determined by k o, which is much smaller than in the full 
particle simulation. Another reason is that the deceleration 
seems to occur at late times, as the cloud nears its magneti- 
cally confined radius. In these simulations the B field is com- 
pletely swept up to form a clearly defined magnetic cavity. 
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@) 
Fig. 11. 3-D simulation with seeded structure with p 2 / R ~  > 1. 

in the three-dimensional geometry. Secondly, the structure 
expanded beyond the theoretical containment radius, RB . This 
result occurs because the structure became nonlinear early 
in the expansion when the shell still retained a considerable 
fraction of its initial kinetic energy. In the 2-D simulations 
the structure usually reaches the nonlinear state later, just as 
the shell is stopping. If viewed from a harmonic oscillator 
point of view, this period of the evolution is when maximum 
deceleration is exerted on the plasma. 

In a separate 3-D simulation where we applied the condition, 
p i / R ~  << 1 and no structure seed, long-wavelength structure 
was still observed to form. However, there was no enhanced 
transport of plasma fingers beyond the containment radius. In 
fact the shell stopped long before it had reached RB. 

In conclusion, our simulations reproduced the experimental 
results observed in the laser-target experiments and insight 
was gained into the dynamics of the system. For example, the 
presence of high resistivity and high electron plasma beta, 
,Be > 1, appeared to lead to the development of structure 
consistent with experimental results. However, simple linear 
theory provides no guidance on the role of these parameters in 
the formation of structure. To better understand the structuring 
mechanism, we recount our theoretical analysis of expanding 
plasma shells in the next section. 

111. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURING 

Perhaps the outstanding problem of sub-AlfvCnic expansion 
physics is that of explaining the characteristic wavelength of 
the azimuthal structures which develop on the plasma shell. 
The mode number of the structures is typically observed to 
be in the range 20-40 [l], [9], [lo] and the corresponding 
wavelength is comparable to the thickness of the plasma 
shell, X - L. To date, all linear instability theories of 
sub-AlfvCnic expansions [9], [11]-[14], [17], [19] predict 
that the dominant structuring wavelength should be an order 
of magnitude shorter than the observed wavelength, X N 

L(rr~ , /m~)”~ .  The problem is that the inertial force associated 
with the deceleration of the plasma shell drives a cross-field 
current which triggers the very robust and difficult to ignore 
lower-hybrid drift instability which, unfortunately, grows most 
rapidly at short wavelengths. There is evidence (lower-hybrid 
range oscillations [4], [5], [8], anomalous diffusion [4]-[lo]) 
which suggests that the lower-hybrid drift instability may 
indeed be excited in sub-AlfvCnic expansions. Considerable 
effort has been expended on determining whether special 
features of sub-AlfvCnic expansions could modify the dis- 
persive character of the lower-hybrid drift so as to yield 
maximally growing wavelengths which were long enough 
to be consistent with the observed structuring. However, 
none of the mechanisms which have been considered have 
produced maximally growing wavelengths of adequate length 
[11]-[14], [17], [19]. It should be noted that the instability 
which we refer to as the lower-hybrid drift is also known 
in the literature as the unmagnetized ion Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability [9], [ l l ] ,  [18]. Despite the lack of success in 
explaining structuring in sub-Alfvtnic expansions, the lower- 
hybrid drift instability continues to be studied. A primary 
reason is that the strong cross-field current which presages its 
existence is an undeniable feature of sub-AlfvCnic expansions. 
A second reason is that theory predicts a threshold cross- 
field current for instability which is consistent with the fact 
that the structuring becomes visible only after the expanding 
shell has undergone sufficient braking as to have developed 
a strong cross-field current [9], [ l l ]  The problem, here, is 
that the theory which predicts the threshold also predicts 
that the instability wavelengths should be much shorter than 
those which are observed. Finally, as observations suggest, 
the lower-hybrid drift instability may be present in its short- 
wavelength manifestation and still play a role in selecting the 
structuring wavelength through some nonlinear mechanism. 
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1 10 100 1000 
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FIG. 18. Plasma expansion characteristics vs background gas pressure. 
Plotted are distances from the target of: slow target debris, inner and 
outer extents of main plasma front, and extent of spike tips, 4, and 
uncoupled freely expanding plasma boundary, 0 (25-30 J, B=O.l T, 
Rb= 11 cm, t= 150 nsec). 

clearly visible but some energy has been collisionally cou- 
pled to the H2 gas. However, at 150 mTorr pressure, a 
weak blast wave forms and the instability structure is al- 
most washed out. Although the coupling is still not totally 
collisional at 300 mTorr as evidenced by the presence of 
free-streaming target plasma, the LLR instability is com- 
pletely quenched. At still higher pressures collisions dom- 
inate the interaction and only sharp smooth blast waves are 
observed. The general observations that collisions act to 
stabilize the LLR instability are consistent with the theo- 
retical finding earlier in the paper. Recall that collisional 
stabilization occurs if plasma is in the cold ion limit, where 
the ion thermal speed is small compared to the plasma drift 
due to the gravitational acceleration (i.e., ui< VP). An in- 
teresting extension of the present experiments would be to 
warm the ions to the point where the instability is pre- 
dicted to destabilized according to theory.13 

A second effect of adding a plasma background in 
front of the expanding laser plasma is that the effective 
Mach number of the expansion is increased. In a vacuum 
or very low density plasma, the ratio VdV, is very small 
and the expansion is subsonic. In this case, the regime of 
primary interest in this paper, there is little magnetic field 
compression ahead of the expansion front. Additionally, 
most interactions tend to be electrostatic as opposed to 
electromagnetic. As the background density is raised, how- 
ever, the expansion can approach sonic or even supersonic 
conditions. The whole interaction may be totally changed 
from subsonic conditions. Higher Mach-number regimes 
will be the subject of future investigation. In the present 
experiment, our opinion is that the quenching of the insta- 
bility is a consequence of collisional effects and not due to 
finite or supersonic expansion effects. This is because the 
fractional ionization is too low in the present experiment to 
lower V, to the order of V,. Experiments to uniformly 
ionize a large volume of gas surrounding the target to in- 
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t = 22 nsec t- 46 nsec t = 62 nsec 

FIG. 19. Laser plasma expansion 2-D MHD computer simulations in- 
cluding Hall term. Density contours are shown at times 22, 46, and 
62 nsec. 

dependently vary VA should provide additional clarifica- 
tion. 

IV. ADDITIONAL THEORY AND SIMULATIONS 
SUPPORTING EXPERIMENT 

In this section we show results from computer simula- 
tions of the LLR instability that help clarify and interpret 
some of the experimental observations. 

A description of the computer code used to simulate 
the LLR instability in the experiment is in the Appendix. 
A gray-scale contour plot of the plasma density from the 
simulation is shown in Fig. 19 at times 22, 46, and 62 nsec. 
Black corresponds to the maximum density n,,-22 X lOi 
cme3 while white corresponds to the ambient density 
no”5 X 10” cme3. At 22 nsec the initial perturbation in 
the density is already apparent. At 46 nsec the expanding 
density shell has thinned and structuring has begun. The 
number of density enhancements is consistent with the ini- 
tial mode number ( 16) of the perturbation. At 62 nsec the 
instability is in the nonlinear phase. There is significant 
distortion of flute tips indicated by the curvature of the 
flutes caused by the Hall term. The sense of the curvature 
is opposite to the experimental observations however. Two 
other comments are in order. First, simulations were also 
performed using a colder Gaussian plasma distribution 
(&h= 5 X lo6 cm/set). For this situation the instability de- 
veloped faster and with a higher mode number (m-32). 
This is behavior is consistent with earlier simulations of the 
CRRES barium releases which found the shortest wave- 
length modes to dominate the early dynamics of the 
expansion.‘7 Second, simulations were also performed with 
the Hall term arbitrarily turned off. The expanding plasma 
did not structure noticeably and the plasma reached a max- 
imum radius of about 2.9 cm before recompressing. This is 
consistent with the theoretical stopping distance Rbz2.8 
cm. When parameters are adjusted to allow the MHD (no 
Hall term) Rayleigh-Taylor instability development it ex- 
hibits substantial rotational flow characteristics, including 
the eventual Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-up of the flute tips. On 
the other hand, in the nonlinear regime of the LLR- 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability the initial plasma clumps 
evolve into long, slender striations, such as observed in the 
experiment. 
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background plasma such as occurs in some laser background ion fluid and the electron fluid. The
target experiments [20]and the AMPTE magneto- driver ion fluid excites a laminar Alfvén wave in
tail releases [21]. If no spatial variation is kept the background plasma. If a simulation is used
perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and which allows modes perpendicular to the ambient
the direction of the driver plasma, then the inter- magnetic field direction and the driver plasma
action is laminar and may be thought of as a three direction, then a Rayleigh—Taylor type of instabil-
fluid interaction between the driver ion fluid, the ity is recovered with the driver ion fluid structur-

(a) (b)

0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0

X(c/c~~1) X(c/c~.~~)

(c) (d)
0. d

.0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0
X(c/c~~1) X(c/w~1)

Fig. 4. Timeevolution for a radially expanding plasma. The Alfvén Mach number is 0.5. The ambientmagnetic field is perpendicular
to the plane of this 2 dimensional calculation.

1168 K. AKIMOTO et al. 

xm/2, where ƒÂ=0.125. The injected ions have both a thermal, Maxwellian velocity 

distribution with thermal speed ƒÒi in ƒÒx and ƒÒy, and an initial expansion velocity 

VD=XVD which is uniform in magnitude but points away from x=xm/2. 

We here consider a computer simulation with the following parameters; 

mi/me=100, Te/Ti=0.04, ƒÒi/c=0.02, VD/c=0.02, ƒÖe/|ƒ¶e|=3, xm=ym=32c/ƒÖe, 51200 

simulation ions and ƒÖeƒ¢t=0.4. The initial spatial width of the injected ions is ƒÂxm 

with ƒÂ=0.125. 

Figure 4 shows selected frames of the injected ion configuration space for this 

run. At early times the injected ions stream away from x=0, compressing the

Fig. 4. Selected frames of the injected ion configuration seen in a hybrid simulation of SGRO et al. 
(1988) with mi/me=100.
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Full	Par,cle	Simula,ons	(1988-1989)	

•  Parameters:	
	
	
•  Instability	develops	early,	

evolves	to	longer	wavelengths,	
flutes	con,nue	to	evolve	as	
cavity	collapses.	

•  Issues:		
–  Fastest	growing	modes	

resolved?		
–  Instability	onset?	
	

� 

25×25 c /ωpe , 250×250 cells,
200,00 ions& electrons
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Full	Par,cle	Simula,ons	(cont’d)	

•  Wavelengths	in	nonlinear	regime	are	~	2-3	
longer	

•  Cavity	size	decreases	with	ρi/RB	
•  High	wave	satura,on	levels	(driven	system)	

	 Ε2
sat−sim >> Ε2

wave−bnd > Ε2
ion−trap
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Where	We	Were	in	1992	

•  Many	experiments	were	done:	1980-1995	
–  MA	<	1	expansions	!	cavi,es	and	flute	modes,	
–  Basic	scaling	with	ρi/RB	.	

•  Extensive	linear	theory	
–  Usually	slab	geometry	and	local,	some	nonlocal	

calcula,ons,	
–  Basic	instability	mechanism	understood,	
–  Predicted	wavelengths	too	short	compared	to	

experiments	(~	3-15).	

•  Many,	mostly	2-D	simula,ons	
–  Gave	basic	agreement	w/	experiments,	linear	

theory,	
–  Resolu,on	at	early	,mes?	
–  Linear	vs	nonlinear	effects?	
–  2D	vs	3D	.	

Huba	…	1990	
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Going	Forward…	

•  New	laboratory	experiments:	
–  Beser	plasmas,	lasers	
–  Much	beser	diagnos,cs	

•  New	simula,ons	(3-D	PIC):	
–  3-D	gives	more	realis,c	g(t)	
–  When	do	waves	first	appear	(beser	resolu,on)?	
–  How	do	waves	evolve	(coalescence,	wave-

wave…)?	
–  Wave	amplitudes,	other	nonlinear	processes?	
–  Long-,me	evolu,on.	

cloud. Energetic electrons, which in a vacuum would otherwise
remain confined in the expanding plasma by space-charge
effects, can escape. The result is a current system that extends
into the background on scales large compared to the expanding
plasma, which after a brief period becomes the current system
of a shear Alfvén wave. Although these wave currents span
time scales longer than the lifetime of the diamagnetic cavity,
significant electron currents parallel to the field exist outside
the cavity on the expansion timescale, hinting that the current
system within the plasma may have three-dimensional
structure.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Large Plasma Device (LaPD) (Ref. 16) provides a
unique experimental environment in which to study the phe-
nomenon of plasma expansion within a magnetized back-
ground. LaPD provides a physically large magnetized
plasma compared to the expanding plasma, which can addi-
tionally support extended current systems such as the Alfvén
waves observed in Ref. 14. It also supports high-rep-rate
experiments (1 Hz), which vastly simplifies the use of probe
diagnostics, enabling the detailed measurement of quantities
in 3D using a small number of movable probes. The highly
reproducible nature of the background plasma makes LaPD
particularly suited to this form of investigation.

We investigate the cross-field expansion of a laser-pro-
duced plasma via direct volumetric probe measurement of the
magnetic field, along with fast photography. Figure 1 shows
the experiment configuration. The coordinate system used
here has the laser spot at ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ; z points toward
the LaPD cathode. The cathode is coated with barium oxide to
a diameter of 60 cm; a 1 Hz pulsed bias between it and a
mesh anode 50 cm away produces the LaPD background
plasma. A uniform 600 G magnetic field oriented along þẑ
fills the device. Within the LaPD environment, we ablate a
solid carbon target with a 1.2 J, 10 ns laser pulse. The laser
enters the machine in the þx direction, resulting in a plasma
that expands across the background field B0 ¼ B0ẑ in the %x
direction.

The expanding plasma is observed by an intensified
charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera outside the end win-
dow in Fig. 1, viewing in the þz direction. Figure 2 shows a
time series of the expanding plasma, composed of photo-
graphs taken during successive experiments at increasing

time delay. Probe measurements are accomplished by one
three-axis magnetic-coil probe and one four-tip Langmuir
probe configured to measure the ac floating potential. Both
were mounted on an in-plasma probe drive17 capable of sam-
pling cutplanes in XY. The Z-location is adjustable by means
of a sliding plate upon which the probe drive system is
mounted. Both probe heads are 1.5 mm in size, compared to
a maximum cavity diameter of about 4 cm.

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CURRENTS

As discussed in Ripin et al.13 and elsewhere, an expanding
plasma in the regime of interest creates a local depletion in the
magnetic field, as the initial kinetic energy of the laser ions
expanding outward in r is transferred into a current system in h
[equivalently, into the magnetic field energy
EB ¼

Ð
1=2l0ð ÞjBj2dV]. This process sets natural time and

length scales for the system, which are the interval between
laser incidence and the time of peak EB (the “time to peak dia-
magnetism” sd) and the observed radius of the magnetic
depression at this time RB. An estimate for the relation between
the speed v? of the outgoing ions and the cavity radius R can
be derived from energy balance arguments, assuming initial
energy U0 (with no losses over time) and that the entire back-
ground field B0 is depleted across a spherical region:

1

2
Mv2
?ðtÞ þ

2pB2
0

3l0

R3ðtÞ ¼ U0; (1)

which implies a maximum RðsdÞ ¼ 3l0U0=2pð Þ1=3B% 2=3ð Þ
0 .FIG. 1. Experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Fast photographs of expanding plasma (10 ns shutter speed). Quantity
displayed is log-scaled intensity. Each frame is from a different LaPD shot.
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Figure 7 shows the cross-field speed v? computed from
the magnetic-field time series, compared to the speed vx of
the leading edge of the plasma computed from fast photogra-
phy. Since the magnetic-field data span a greater time win-
dow than the fast photography, it is possible to estimate the
speed at earlier times. The peak initial speed of the cavity
edge is 1:0! 107 cm/s. This value agrees well with the value
of 8! 106 cm/s computed from fast photography, as
expected since the outer edges of the ion shell must be
located outside the edge of the cavity. The behavior of v?
over time broadly follows that of the leading edge of the
expansion. Interestingly, the speed is approximately constant
at 1! 107 cm/s from 150 to 300 ns (0:3sd to 0.6 sd), at
which point it declines, following the plasma-edge speed.

The concept behind the scaling relation of Eq. (1) is the
transfer of energy from the expanding laser ions into the mag-
netic field; volumetric measurement of the magnetic field
allows direct computation of the energy stored in jBj2 as a
function of time. The three cutplanes represent a grid of mag-
netic-field measurements Bðx; y; zÞ; an estimate for the mag-
netic-field energy in the measured region is assembled by
summing over each cell of volume dV to obtain EBðtÞ
¼ 1=2l0ð Þ

P
x; y; z jBðx; y; z; tÞj2dV .

Figure 8 shows this quantity, computed from all three
components of B over the volume sampled by the probe.
While this does not represent the full axial extent of the cav-
ity, it is assumed to be a representative section that captures
the time behavior of the energy. An interesting feature of
Fig. 8 is the rate of decrease in magnetic energy after sd. Far-
aday cup measurements by van Zeeland et al.15 suggest that
for an ablation of this energy, on the order of 1015 carbon
ions are ejected, which yields a lower limit on the density
(assuming they uniformly fill a sphere with 2 cm radius at
sd) of n ¼ 3! 1013cm%3. Conservatively estimating the
Spitzer resistivity with an electron temperature of 10 eV
(roughly twice the background temperature) yields
g ¼ 1:8! 10%5X m. The time expected for the magnetic

FIG. 5. (Color online) Z component of the current density in the cutplane at
z ¼ %10 mm, at the time of peak diamagnetism (470 ns). Black contour
marks Jz ¼ 0.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Three-dimensional currents (streamlines) within the
diamagnetic cavity. Target is shown at right; laser is incident from the front.
Magnetic field is shown (red arrows) along with an isosurface of
Bz ¼ 290G ¼ 0:48B0.

FIG. 7. Cross-field speed, as measured from fast photography (crosses) and
magnetic-field measurements (solid line). Vertical line marks sd; dashed line
shows deceleration of 1:5! 1013 cm/s2.

FIG. 8. Magnetic energy EB ¼ 1=2l0

Ð
jBj2dV

" #
associated with currents in

the expanding plasma as a function of time, from the volume sampled by the
probe. Dashed lines show measurement uncertainty.
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Abstract	

							
						From	the	mid	80’s	to	mid	90’s	there	was	considerable	interest	in	the	

genera,on	of	diamagne,c	cavi,es	produced	by	the	sub-Alfvenic	
expansion	of	heavy	ions.	Examples	included	the	AMPTE	and	CRRES	barium	
releases	in	the	magnetotail	and	magnetosphere	as	well	as	laser	
experiments	at	NRL.	In	all	of	these	experiments	field-aligned	stria,ons	and	
other	structures	were	produced	as	the	cavi,es	formed.	Local	and	nonlocal	
linear	theory	as	well	as	full	par,cle,	hybrid	and	Hall-MHD	simula,ons	
(mostly	2-D)	were	developed	and	used	to	understand	at	least	qualita,vely	
the	features	of	these	experiments.	A	brief	review	of	the	theore,cal	and	
computa,onal	work	will	be	given	and	then	will	be	discussed	in	the	context	
of	present-day	interest	in	magne,c	cavi,es.	
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